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Abstract. We demonstrate that the water uptake properties derived from sub- and super-saturated measurements
of chamber-generated biogenic secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) particles are independent of their degree of oxidation,
determined using both online and offline methods. SOA particles are formed from the photooxidation of five structurally
different biogenic VOCs, representing a broad range of emitted species and their corresponding range of chemical reactivity: α-pinene, β-caryophyllene, limonene, myrcene and
linalool. The fractional contribution of mass fragment 44 to
the total organic signal (f44 ) is used to characterise the extent of oxidation of the formed SOA as measured online
by an aerosol mass spectrometer. Results illustrate that the
values of f44 are dependent on the precursor, the extent of
photochemical ageing as well as on the initial experimental conditions. SOA generated from a single biogenic precursor should therefore not be used as a general proxy for
biogenic SOA. Similarly, the generated SOA particles exhibit a range of hygroscopic properties, depending on the
precursor, its initial mixing ratio and photochemical ageing.
The activation behaviour of the formed SOA particles show
no temporal trends with photochemical ageing. The average
κ values derived from the HTDMA and CCNc are generally found to cover the same range for each precursor under two different initial mixing ratio conditions. A positive

correlation is observed between the hygroscopicity of particles of a single size and f44 for α-pinene, β-caryophyllene,
linalool and myrcene, but not for limonene SOA. The investigation of the generality of this relationship reveals that αpinene, limonene, linalool and myrcene are all able to generate particles with similar hygroscopicity (κHTDMA ∼ 0.1) despite f44 exhibiting a relatively wide range of values (∼ 4 to
11 %). Similarly, κCCN is found to be independent of f44 . The
same findings are also true when sub- and super-saturated
water uptake properties of SOA are compared to the averaged carbon oxidation state (OSC ) determined using an offline method. These findings do not necessarily suggest that
water uptake and chemical composition are not related. Instead, they suggest that either f44 and OSC do not represent
the main dominant composition-related factors controlling
water uptake of SOA particles, or they may emphasise the
possible impact of semi-volatile compounds on limiting the
ability of current state-of-the-art techniques to determine the
chemical composition and water uptake properties of aerosol
particles.
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Introduction

Atmospheric oxidation of volatile, semi-volatile and intermediate volatility organic compounds (VOCs, SVOCs, and
IVOCs) produces lower volatility species that partition into
the condensed phase and form secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) (Seinfeld and Pankow, 2003; Hallquist et al., 2009;
Robinson et al., 2007; Donahue et al., 2011). Biogenic hydrocarbons are a dominant contributor to the global VOC
budget and are known for their high reactivity towards the
main atmospheric oxidants (e.g. hydroxyl radical, nitrate radical and ozone), which makes them major contributors to the
total atmospheric burden of SOA (Atkinson and Arey, 2003;
Kanakidou et al., 2005; Hallquist et al., 2009; Goldstein and
Galbally, 2007). Understanding the formation and properties
of biogenic SOA is a necessary step towards assessing the
influence of atmospheric aerosols on major areas of concern
such as climate change and human health.
Over the last three decades, a large body of literature has
been established focusing on the formation of SOA from
biogenic and anthropogenic hydrocarbons (Hallquist et al.,
2009; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Kanakidou et al., 2005). In
situ investigation of key physical and chemical processes during biogenic SOA formation in the atmosphere is complicated by the vast number of species involved and their generally low mixing ratios. Reaction chambers have therefore
often been used to study these processes. The conventional
reaction chamber (also referred to as smog chamber) is a
large confined volume used as a batch reactor in which mixtures of atmospherically relevant trace gases (e.g. hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide) are oxidised in purified air under dark conditions or with the use of sunlight or
artificial illumination. Such experiments can be useful in understanding the chemical and physical parameters that control the formation and transformation of secondary organic
aerosols, their properties and atmospheric impacts. Hallquist
et al. (2009) have listed the characteristics of selected smog
chambers and reviewed recent developments in smog chamber SOA studies.
Much of the early effort has focused on the investigation of
gas-particle partitioning of VOC oxidation products through
quantification of the aerosol formation potential (aerosol
yield) of small aromatic and biogenic hydrocarbons (Pandis
et al., 1992; Odum et al., 1996; Griffin et al., 1999). Other
studies have attempted to identify the molecular composition
of the oxidation products of anthropogenic and biogenic precursors, mainly aromatic and monoterpene compounds, and
have offered detailed reaction mechanisms for the formation
of various chemical species (Forstner et al., 1997; Glasius
et al., 2000; Jang and Kamens, 2001; Jaoui and Kamens,
2003; Kleindienst et al., 2004). Over the last decade or so, a
number of studies have suggested that the first reported SOA
yield values for some of the most commonly studied VOCs
were too low. Revised, higher SOA yield values have been
reported for a number of SOA systems, including α-pinene
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

(Ng et al., 2006; Chan et al., 2007; Shilling et al., 2008), isoprene (Chan et al., 2007; Kroll et al., 2006), toluene (Hildebrandt et al., 2009) and m-xylene (Ng et al., 2007). A large
fraction of the studies reported in the literature have focused
on the characterisation of the chemical and/or microphysical
properties of SOA systems produced from the oxidation of an
individual VOC precursor. Examples of these studies include
the effect of NOx concentration (Presto et al., 2005a) and UV
radiation (Presto et al., 2005b) on α-pinene SOA formation;
the formation of SOA from isoprene oxidation (Carlton et al.,
2009; Kroll et al., 2006; Dommen et al., 2006, 2009); and
the contribution of second generation oxidation products to
β-caryophyllene SOA formation (Li et al., 2011). Other studies have investigated the SOA formation for a range of VOC
compounds under comparable experimental studies. For example, Lee et al. (2006a) reported SOA yields and gas-phase
oxidation products from the ozonolysis of 10 terpene compounds. In a successive study, the same researchers reported
SOA yield values and detailed characterisation of gas-phase
oxidation products from a series of photooxidation experiments conducted using 16 terpene compounds (Lee et al.,
2006b). A more detailed analysis of the contribution of firstand second-generation oxidation products to SOA production and formation mechanisms – in the latter set of experiments – were presented by Ng et al. (2006). More recently,
Chhabra et al. (2011) compared spectral and elemental ratio
data from the high-resolution Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer to offline species identification analysis in order to
investigate changes in functional and elemental composition
during SOA formation and transformation using a wide range
of VOC precursors.
Simultaneously, several efforts have been made over the
last decade or so to characterise the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity and hygroscopic properties of SOA particles produced during the ozonolysis or photooxidation of
biogenic and anthropogenic VOCs. VanReken et al. (2005)
investigated the potential for 5 biogenic SOA types, produced
in dark ozonolysis experiments, to act as CCN. Varutbangkul
et al. (2006) studied the sub-saturated water uptake properties of SOA formed by photooxidation of monoterpenes,
sesquiterpenes and oxygenated terpenes. The influence of the
initial precursor mixing ratio on the composition and/or hygroscopic properties have been reported for SOA produced
from oxidation of α-pinene (Duplissy et al., 2008; Shilling et
al., 2009; King et al., 2009) and β-caryophyllene (Alfarra et
al., 2012). The influence of particle volatility on composition,
hygroscopic properties and CCN activity have been studied
for a number of SOA systems, including α-pinene (Meyer et
al., 2009; Tritscher et al., 2011) and β-caryophyllene (AsaAwuku et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2012; Frosch et al., 2013).
Attempts to relate the chemical composition of SOA particles to their hygroscopic and CCN properties have recently
been made. Massoli et al. (2010) investigated the relationship
between the oxidation level (O : C ratio) and the hygroscopic
and CCN properties of laboratory SOA particles generated
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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via OH radical oxidation of α-pinene, trimethylbenze (TMB)
and m-xylene in separate flow reactor experiments. The study
found that the hygroscopic properties at 90 % relative humidity (RH) increased linearly with O : C value for the studied
systems. Similarly, an increase in the CCN activity was reported as a function of O : C. However, the later relationship
was reported to be system-dependent and not a linear one.
A semi-empirical parameterisation of hygroscopic growth at
90 % RH and O : C was proposed, whereas a general parameterisation for the CCN activity vs. O : C relationship
was reported to be difficult to establish. Similarly, Frosch et
al. (2011) found that the level of oxygenation of α-pinene
SOA increased with decreasing precursor mixing ratio and
with chemical ageing, whereas CCN activity was largely independent of O : C ratio. Duplissy et al. (2011) determined
a simple empirical linear relation between sub-saturated hygroscopic growth and the level of oxygenation of SOA produced from the photooxidation of α-pinene, isoprene and
TMB. The same analysis was also performed on ambient organic aerosol data at two contrasting locations, where similar
findings were reported.
In this study, we extend the investigations of SOA composition and properties using a carefully selected set of 5 structurally different biogenic VOCs covering a range of chemical
reactivity. Specifically, we will (i) illustrate the variability in
the chemical composition and sub- and super-saturated water
uptake properties of SOA generated from the photooxidation
of the selected VOCs under controlled and comparable conditions in a reaction chamber; and (ii) investigate and discuss the relationship between the sub- and super-saturated
water uptake of the generated SOA particles and their chemical composition determined using on- and offline analytical
methods.

arc lamp are mounted on the inside of the enclosure housing the bag, which is coated with reflective “space blanket”,
serving to maximise the irradiance in the bag and to ensure
even illumination. The combination of illumination has been
tuned and evaluated to mimic the atmospheric actinic spectrum over the wavelength range 290–800 nm, and has a maximum total actinic flux of 0.7 × 1018 (photon s−1 m−2 nm−1 )
over the region 460–500 nm. The calculated j O(1 D) value
during the reported experiments was 3.6 × 10−5 s−1 (290–
340 nm) and j NO2 was 6 × 10−4 s−1 (290–422 nm).
Precursor VOCs are introduced into the bag via injection
into a heated glass bulb, which is continually flushed with a
flow of filtered, high purity nitrogen (ECD grade, 99.997 %).
The desired concentration of NOx is controlled by injection
of NO2 from a cylinder into the charge line. Relative humidity (RH) and temperature are measured at the centre and the
edge of the chamber (by dewpoint hygrometer and a crosscalibrated thermocouple and resistance probe), and are controlled by diverting air through the inlet humidification circuit when filling the bag and by controlling the set point of
the air conditioning, which feeds the airspace between the
bag and its enclosure. Cycling between experiments is facilitated by automated computer control and monitoring of key
chamber conditions. Pre- and post-experiment cleaning processes consist of a series of fill/flush cycles with 3 m3 min−1
flow of clean air, enabled by control of electro-pneumatic
valves followed, post-experiment, by an overnight soaking
at high mixing ratios of ozone (2–2.5 ppmV, supplied by a
high capacity ozone generator). Each cycle takes approximately 12 min and cleaning is normally achieved after approximately 6 cycles. A particle mass background value of
0.1–0.2 µg m−3 is attained following these cleaning procedures.
2.2

2
2.1
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Experimental conditions and methodology

Experimental
Chamber description

Experiments were conducted in the photochemical aerosol
reaction chamber at the University of Manchester (Alfarra
et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2011). The chamber is run
as a batch reactor where the composition of the gaseous
precursors, oxidising environment, relative humidity and
temperature are controlled. It comprises an 18 m3 (3 m
(H) × 3 m(L) × 2 m (W)) FEP Teflon bag mounted on three
horizontal rectangular aluminium frames. The central rigid
frame is fixed, with the upper and lower frames free to move
vertically, allowing the bag to expand and collapse as sample
air is introduced and extracted. Air is supplied to the chamber by a blower at a flow of 3 m3 min−1 . The air is dried
and filtered for gaseous impurities and particles using a series of Purafil (Purafil Inc., USA), charcoal and HEPA filters
(Donaldson Filtration, USA) prior to humidification with ultrapure deionised water. Halogen bulbs and a 6 kW Xenon
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/

SOA particles were formed in experiments involving the
photooxidation of individual precursors in the presence of
NOx and in the absence of seed particles. Precursor VOCs
limonene (R-(+)-Limonene, Fluka, ≥ 99.0 %), myrcene
(≥ 95.0 %, Fluka), linalool ((−)-Linalool, ≥ 98.5 %, Fluka),
α-pinene (98 %, Aldich) and β-caryophyllene (Aldrich, purity not specified) were investigated, each at two different
nominal initial mixing ratios of 50 and 250 ppbV, in order
to study the effect of initial precursor mixing ratio on SOA
properties and composition. VOC measurements (described
in Sect. 2.3) were made during some of the experiments and
the measured initial precursor mixing ratios during those experiments are reported in Table 1. Where not measured, the
nominal initial precursor mixing ratios were estimated from
the amount injected into the heated bulb and introduced into
the chamber via the high flow rate inlet without accounting
for losses. Experimental protocol consisted of the addition
of required amounts of the precursor, NOx and water vapour
during the final filling cycle of the chamber; ensuring that
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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all ingredients were well-mixed by the end of the cycle as
a result of the high flow rate at which the clean air was introduced. Air conditioning was switched on shortly before
the arc lamp and halogen bulbs were illuminated, marking
the start of the photochemistry and the experiment (t0 ). An
overview of the conditions used in each experiment is given
in Table 1.
2.3

Instrumentation

Real-time broad chemical characterisation of the SOA was
made using a compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (cToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc., USA). A detailed description of the instrument, its operation and calibrations can be found elsewhere (Drewnick et al., 2005; Canagaratna et al., 2007). The instrument was operated in the standard configuration, taking both mass spectrum (MS) and particle time-of-flight (PToF) data and was calibrated for ionisation efficiency using 350 nm monodisperse ammonium nitrate particles. The vaporiser was set at approximately 600 ◦ C
and data were collected at a time resolution of 2 min. A collection efficiency value of unity was applied to these data,
based on evidence from a previous chamber study (Alfarra et
al., 2006).
A hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyser
(HTDMA) was used to measure online size resolved water
uptake at 90 % RH. A technical description of the instrument was provided in Good et al. (2010a) and Cubison et
al. (2006). Briefly, the HTDMA dries the aerosol sample to
< 10 % RH using a Nafion® drier (Perma Pure, MD-110-12,
Toms River, NJ, USA). A DMA (BMI, Haywood, CA, USA)
selects particles of a single mobility. In this work, diameters chosen were larger than the mode of the number size
distribution, thus avoiding the sampling of a significant fraction of multi-charged particles. The sample is then humidified to 90 % RH using a humidifier, comprising a Gore-Tex®
tube running through a controlled humid counter-flow of air.
The humidified size selected sample is then passed through
a residence coil for 15 s. A second DMA (BMI, Haywood,
CA, USA) and water-based condensation particle counter
(WCPC 3782, TSI Inc., USA) are then used to measure the
size distribution of the humidified sample. The operating procedure of the HTDMA was validated by sampling ammonium sulphate and sodium chloride test aerosols, following
Good et al. (2010a), and inverted using TDMAInv (Gysel et
al., 2009). The data from the HTDMA are reported in terms
of the hygroscopic growth factor (GFD0RH ), the wet particle
diameter at a given RH divided by the particle’s dry diameter
(D0 ).
The cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity of the particles was characterised using a continuous flow CCN counter
(Droplet Measurement Technologies, USA) combined with
a Vienna style DMA (Winklmayr et al., 1991) and a condensation particle counter (CPC 3010, TSI Inc., USA). The
DMA was used to generate monodisperse aerosol in the size
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

range between 20 nm and 500 nm dry diameter. These particles were directed in parallel to the CPC and CCN counters.
The inlet flow in the CCN counter was 0.5 lpm and it was
operated at different supersaturations in the range between
0.07 % and 1 % for each particle size. The calibration and
quality assurance procedures carried out for this set-up is described in Good et al. (2010a). Using the instrumental setup described above CCN and CN number size distributions
were measured at a temperature difference (1T ) equivalent
to supersaturations between 0.07 % and 1.0 %. The CCN and
CN number size distributions were then inverted to account
for charging efficiency and multiple charging (Good et al.,
2010a). The inverted number size distributions were then
used to calculate the activated fraction (CCN/CN) as a function of dry size. Sigmoidal functions were then fitted to the
activation curve, from which the dry diameter at which 50 %
of the particles were activated was calculated. Given that the
aerosol was internally mixed, the diameter at which 50 % of
the particles activate (D50 ) was reasonably interpreted to be
the dry diameter at which the particles are activated as CCN
at the set-point supersaturation (Good et al., 2010b). κ values
(Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) are then iteratively derived
from the CCN derived critical supersaturation and dry diameter.
Total particle number concentrations were measured using
a water-based condensation particle counter with a minimum
particle size cut-off of 2.5 nm (WCPC 3786, TSI Inc., USA).
NO and NO2 mixing ratios were measured using a chemiluminescence gas analyser (Model 42i, Thermo Scientific,
MA, USA). Ozone was measured using a UV photometric
gas detector (Model 49C, Thermo Scientific, MA, USA).
The gas-phase organic compounds within the chamber
were measured using Chemical Ionisation Reaction Time-ofFlight Mass Spectrometry (CIR-TOF-MS). This technique
has been previously described (Wyche et al., 2007; Jenkin
et al., 2012). The CIR-TOF-MS instrument comprises a
bespoke, temperature controlled (40 ◦ C ± 1 ◦ C) radioactive
(241 Am) ion source/drift tube assembly, coupled via a system
of ion transfer optics to an orthogonal time-of-flight mass
spectrometer (Kore Technology, UK). In this instance, hydrated hydronium ions (H3 O+ q(H2 O)), generated from a humidified N2 carrier gas (purity = 99.9999 %), were employed
as the primary chemical ionisation reagent. Under the conditions of the applied drift tube parameters, ion–molecule
reaction between the analyte VOC/OVOC, M, and the hydrated hydronium ion would yield a protonated VOC/OVOC
product ion (MH+ ) for mass spectrometric analysis, providing the analyte has a proton affinity greater than that of the
water dimer (808 kJ mol−1 ). Depending on the energies involved and chemical structure of the VOC/OVOC analyte,
the MH+ product may undergo fragmentation to produce certain daughter ions. Mass spectrometric data were recorded by
the CIR-TOF-MS over the range 1 and 300 Da with a time
resolution of 1 min and the signals of interest were converted

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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Table 1. Overview of initial experimental conditions and SOA formation characteristics.

Exp
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Compound

Myrcene
Myrcene
Linalool
Linalool
α-pineneg
α-pinene
β-caryophylleneg
β-caryophylleneg
β-caryophyllene
β-caryophylleneg
Limoneneg
Limoneneg
Limoneneg
Limoneneg

[VOC]0
(ppbV)

[NOx ]0
(ppbV)b

Temp
(◦ C)

Relative
Humidity
(RH %)

Chemical
half-life
(min)a

Peak
Number
Conc.
(p/cc)

Peak
Number
Time
(min)

Mass
Conc.
(µg m−3 )d

1[VOC]
(ppbV)

1[VOC]
(µg m−3 )

YSOA
(%)

44.2
254.8
77.0
176.6
45.0
50f
250f
50f
48.8
50.7
250f
50f
50f
52.1

31.3 ± 0.8
137.2 ± 0.2
29.1 ± 0.7
121.9 ± 1.2
34.2 ± 0.3
25f
128.4 ± 1.2
28.2 ± 0.5
34.4 ± 0.1
27.8 ± 0.2
142.0 ± 0.3
54.1 ± 0.5
32.1 ± 0.1
36.7 ± 0.3

25.5 ± 0.3
25.5 ± 0.1
25.4 ± 0.2
24.7 ± 0.7
25.6 ± 0.5
26.4 ± 0.3
26.1 ± 0.3
25.4 ± 0.8
25.7 ± 0.8
25.9 ± 0.4
26.3 ± 0.4
25.5 ± 0.5
25.3 ± 0.2
25.5 ± 0.7

54.2 ± 0.9
52.3 ± 0.4
48.0 ± 0.4
52.5 ± 1.5
71.4 ± 1.2
51.4 ± 1.4
44.4 ± 0.7
47.9 ± 0.9
69.7 ± 1.1
71.4 ± 0.9
49.3 ± 1.0
53.7 ± 1.3
53.5 ± 0.6
73.3 ± 2.3

49.0
27.0
46.7
42.0
104.0
–
–
–
16.8
32.8
–
–
–
55.1

5.47e + 4
1.62e + 5
6.45e + 4
1.80e + 5
3.92e + 4
3.30e + 4c
3.56e + 4
2.48e + 4
3.47e + 4
2.76e + 4
3.26e +4
1.51e + 4
1.67e + 4
–

29
10
46
12
243
100c
4
19
10
11
17
48
47
–

34.0
218.4
17.4
73.3
37.0
51.4c
284.8
–
188.4
220.6
861.6
79.2e
65.6
–

44.2
254.8
77.0
176.6
44.5
–
–
–
48.1
49.9
–
–
–

246.1
1418.8
485.5
1113.5
247.8
–
–
–
401.8
416.8
–
–
–

13.8
15.4
3.6
6.6
14.9
–
–
–
46.9
52.9
–
–
–
–

a The time taken to reach half initial mixing ratio = median life time. b NO : average of 1–3 min of stable data around light on time. c Measured by DMPS using a density of 1.3 g cm−1 for mass calculation.
x
d Wall-loss corrected mass concentration. e Experiment duration 2 h. f Nominal mixing ratio values estimated based on the amount introduced into the chamber without accounting for losses.
g Offline filter analysis reported.

to ppbV via both experimental calibration and theoretical calculation using the methods described in Jenkin et al. (2012).
2.4

Offline analysis: Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Mass Spectrometry

Aerosol samples were collected onto 47 mm quartz fibre filters (Whatman) at a flow rate of 3 m3 min−1 . For this purpose, filters were placed in a holder, positioned in the chamber vent line. After sampling, filters were immediately placed
in pre-cleaned glass vials and stored below −18 ◦ C until
analysis. Approximately an area of 7/8th of the filter sample
was extracted into high purity water, filtered and reduced to
1 mL using a vacuum solvent evaporator (Biotage, Sweden)
and the remaining portion retained for other analysis. In total 8 filters were analysed, corresponding to the experiments
labelled in Table 1.
Samples were analysed at high mass resolution using a
Bruker APEX 9.4 T Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer. Extracts were sprayed at a flow
rate of 2 µL min−1 , into an Apollo II electrospray interface
with ion funnelling technology. Spectra were acquired in
both positive and negative ion mode over the scan range
m/z 100–3000 using the following MS parameters: nebulising gas flow 0.9 L min−1 , drying gas flow 5 L min−1 , drying
temperature 190 ◦ C, collision cell accumulation 0.05–0.5 s,
and data acquisition size 2 Mb (yielding a target resolution of
130 000 at m/z 400). Data were analysed using DataAnalysis
4.0 software (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany). The instrument was calibrated using protonated (positive ion mode)
or deprotonated (negative ion mode) arginine clusters.
The data analysis software employed a user-defined set
of conditions to determine the molecular formulae. For the
analysis reported in this paper, the following molecular configurations were allowed; unlimited numbers of C, H and O
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/

and 0–3 nitrogen. Chemical formulae were assigned to the
masses of singly charged ions 100 < m/z < 600 after internal recalibration using fatty acid signals (a solvent contaminant present in all samples) and a maximum error of 5 ppm
for ions with a relative intensity of greater than 0.01 %. Isotopic ratios were used for further confirmation of the formulae. Background contaminant peaks also seen in pure water
and blank extracted filters were manually removed from the
analysis.
For each SOA filter analysed, the molecular formulae were
determined using FTICRMS. Compounds were screened
to remove unlikely molecular formulae. Compounds were
removed from the list if they contained any H : C < 0.5,
O : C > 3 or DBE > 20. Using the formulae, the intensity
weighted mean O : C and H : C ratios of each sample were
determined (Bateman et al., 2010) and these used to calculate the average carbon oxidation state (OSC ) according to
Kroll et al. (2011).
2.5

Rationale behind the choice of precursors

The emitted speciation of biogenic VOCs is highly complex, and published studies have typically reported up to
ca. 20 species making notable contributions to monoterpene,
sesquiterpene and oxygenated VOC fluxes from a variety
of vegetation types at a variety of locations (Owen et al.,
2001; Boissard et al., 2001; He et al., 2000; Spanke et al.,
2001). Because of differences in structure and reactivity,
these species are oxidised in the atmosphere on timescales
ranging from minutes to days and possess a range of propensities to form SOA, which may exhibit a range of physical
properties reflecting its diverse chemical composition. In this
study, we have identified a subset of biogenic VOCs with an
aim to represent a broad range of emitted species and the
corresponding range in the rates and chemical complexity
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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of their subsequent degradation. Based on the available information on the atmospheric lifetimes of observed biogenic
VOCs with respect to reaction with OH radicals and O3 , and
current understanding of their known or probable degradation pathways, it is reasonable to divide the biogenic VOCs
into a series of structural subsets possessing similar characteristics (Atkinson and Arey, 2003). As a result, consideration of a single compound from each category provides a
reasonable starting point for simplifying the emitted speciation whilst maintaining the range in oxidation timescales and
propensities to generate SOA. Table 2 provides a summary of
the categories, identifying possible representatives and their
atmospheric lifetimes with respect to reaction with OH and
O3 at typical mixing ratios (Atkinson and Arey, 2003). The
identified compounds thus provide a series of lower reactivity
(α-pinene), very high reactivity (β-caryophyllene), intermediate reactivity (limonene, myrcene) and more reactive oxygenated (e.g. linalool) species.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Gas-phase oxidation and SOA formation
characteristics

Figure 1 shows typical temporal profiles of each of the studied gaseous precursors under lower mixing ratio conditions
(see Table 1), along with the concomitant production profile
of a selection of their primary oxidation products. Each of the
different precursors, (a) α-pinene, (b) limonene, (c) myrcene,
(d) linalool and (e) β-caryophyllene, exhibited similar and
reproducible oxidation profiles, with mixing ratios decaying
to minimal levels between approximately 100 and 200 min
after the start of the photochemistry. Each of the primary
oxidation products shown in Fig. 1, i.e. (a) pinonaldehyde,
(b) limononaldehyde, (c) 4-vinyl-4-pentenal (d) 4-hydroxy4-methyl-5-hexen-1-al and (e) β-caryophyllon aldehyde, appeared immediately after lights on, increasing at various rates
to peak mixing ratios in the approximate range 4–15 ppbV,
between 100–200 min. Following each respective product
peak and depletion of the precursor, the various primary oxidation products began to decrease in concentration at varying
rates as the magnitude of loss processes to secondary products and to the aerosol phase overtook production rates. Similar gas-phase results have been obtained from several other
simulation chamber studies investigating biogenic oxidation
(Lee et al., 2006b; Ng et al., 2006).
The time taken to reach half of the initial mixing ratio of
the individual precursors, its half-life, is an empirical representation of the inverse of the total loss rate of the parent hydrocarbon under the specified experimental conditions. This
parameter accounts for losses via reaction with oxidants (e.g.
ozone, hydroxyl radical), any potential photolysis and physical losses to the chamber walls. With the exception of βcaryophyllene, the reported precursors have 10 carbon atoms
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

Fig. 1. Temporal profiles of each of the precursors investigated and
their primary oxidation products: (a) α-pinene and pinonaldehyde
(experiment 5, Table 1); (b) limonene and limononaldehyde (experiment 14, Table 1); (c) myrcene and 4-vinyl-4-pentenal (experiment
1, Table 1); (d) linalool and 4-hydroxy-4-methyl-5-hexen-1-al (experiment 3, Table 1); and (e) β-caryophyllene and β-caryophyllon
aldehyde (experiment 10, Table 1).

and are expected, to a first approximation, to have comparable loss rates to the chamber walls. Thus the observed halflife could be used to infer and compare the overall reactivity
of the parent hydrocarbon under the reported experimental
conditions. Given the larger molecular size and lower volatility of β-caryophyllene, its observed half-life is a combination of its loss due to gas-phase oxidation and physical loss
to the chamber walls (Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010). The
derived chemical half-life values are summarised in Table 1,
and are broadly consistent with the precursor reactivity data
presented in Table 2 and discussed in the rationale section
(Sect. 2.5). The shortest lifetimes (i.e. highest loss rates) were
observed for β-caryophyllene, while the longest lifetime was
found to be that of α-pinene. It has to be noted ozone was
not used as a primary oxidant during any of the experiments
reported in this study, and it was formed as a result of the
photochemistry. There seems to be some difference between
the lifetimes of myrcene when higher and lower initial mixing ratios were used. Linalool, on the other hand, does not
exhibit the same behaviour, as its lifetimes are comparable
under lower and higher initial mixing ratios. It is not possible to attribute these differences to a mechanistic cause given
that initial VOC / NOx ratios were different during those experiments and that no explicit degradation mechanisms exist
for these compounds.
The SOA production profiles during those same high and
low initial mixing ratio experiments are also broadly consistent with the chemical half-life data; i.e. the peak particle
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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Table 2. List of all five precursors, structures and reactivity towards OH and O3 based on reaction lifetimes from Atkinson and Arey (2003).
OHa reaction
lifetime

O3 b reaction
lifetime

α-pinene

2.6 h

4.6 h

Monocyclic diene monoterpene

limonene

49 min

2h

Acyclic triene monoterpene

myrcene

39 min

50 min

Reactive sesquiterpene

β-caryophyllene

42 min

2 min

Reactive C10 oxygenates

linalool

52 min

55 min

Category

Representative
compound

Bicyclic monoterpene

Structure

a [OH] = 2.0 × 106 molecule cm−3 , 12 h daytime average; b [O ] = 7.0 × 1011 molecule cm−3 , 24 h average (ca. 30 ppb)
3

number concentration was reached in a relatively shorter
time in the higher initial mixing ratio cases compared to the
lower ones, as illustrated in Table 1. Further inspection of
the times taken to reach peak number concentration indicates
that, for the lower initial mixing ratios, the SOA formation
is consistent with the gas-phase reactivity of the individual
precursors. For example, β-caryophyllene SOA peak number was the first to be reached, while α-pinene SOA was the
slowest. Owing to the limited availability of data, SOA mass
yield values have been calculated and reported for a subset
of experiments. The yield is defined as the percentage ratio
of the amount of SOA formed from the oxidation of a given
parent compound to the amount of that compound that reacted. The maximum wall-loss corrected SOA mass concentrations are reported in Table 1 and have been used to determine the SOA yield values. Wall-loss rates were determined
using a similar approach to that reported by Pfaffenberger et
al. (2013), where an exponential decay function is fitted to
the mass concentration data to derive a wall loss correction
factor. The fit is applied during a period near the end of the
experiment, where wall loss is expected to be the dominant
process controlling changes in measured SOA mass.
The calculated SOA yield values, reported in Table 1, provide a means of comparing the SOA production for the individual precursors under similar experimental conditions.
The yield values reveal that, under the reported conditions,
β-caryophyllene has the highest aerosol formation potential
compared to other precursors in this study. Our high yield

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/

values (approximately 50 %) are consistent with the literature, where it has been attributed to the high molar mass
of the β-caryophyllene oxidation products, and explained by
the presence of two reactive double bonds, which provide
more than one site for potential chemical reactions to occur,
leading to products with more functional groups and lower
vapour pressures (Jaoui et al., 2003; Griffin et al., 1999; Lee
et al., 2006a; Alfarra et al., 2012). The data also indicate that
myrcene has a similar SOA formation potential to that of αpinene, while SOA yield from linalool is lower. It is worth
noting that, as discussed for the gas phase, SOA formation
potential appears to be also higher when the same precursor is used at higher initial mixing ratio compared to a lower
initial mixing ratio case. The latter observation is consistent
with the absorptive partitioning theory (Pankow, 1994).
3.2

Chemical composition

Figure 2 shows the mass spectral patterns of the SOA produced during the photooxidation of each of the precursors in
the low initial mixing ratio experiments. Spectra are shown
for both fresh SOA, formed very early on during the experiments (left panels, averaged over the first 10 min of AMS
data in each case), and relatively more aged SOA (right panels), after about four hours of the start of the photooxidation
(lights on). All the spectra have been normalised to the total
SOA signal; the fractional contribution of each mass fragment to the total SOA signal (fm/z ) is shown and can be
used to compare the broad chemical composition of the SOA
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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Fig. 2. Mass spectral patterns of SOA from the photooxidation of
biogenic VOCs (data from the lower initial mixing ratio experiments reported in Table 1). The left-hand panels include spectra
measured during the first 10 min of SOA formation, while those
measured after 4 h of photooxidation are displayed in the right-hand
panels. Each spectra has been normalised to the total SOA signal.

formed from the photooxidation of each precursor and also
changing chemical composition of each SOA system as a
function of photochemical ageing. Detailed inspection of the
mass spectral patterns reveals that one of the most significant
differences among the various SOA systems is the fractional
contributions of mass fragments 43 and 44 to the total SOA
signal (i.e. f43 and f44 ). This is a recognised feature of most
AMS data sets and the two mass fragments have been widely
used to discuss the level of oxygenation of organic aerosols
in many laboratory and field studies (Ng et al., 2010; Alfarra et al., 2004). Other differences among the mass spectral patterns of the five SOA systems appear in m/z range
between 55 and 60, where linalool and myrcene SOA share
similar patterns, but which are different to those observed
for the other precursors. β-caryophyllene SOA has a higher
contribution from relatively larger mass fragments, including 77, 79, 81 and 83 as well as 91, 93 and 95. As a result of
the nature of electron impact ionisation and the lack of preseparation methods, it is not possible to associate these mass
fragments with specific compounds. However, some of those
fragments (e.g. m/z 77 and 91) are traditionally associated
with the fragmentation of aromatic compounds. A comparison of the mass spectral patterns of the fresh and aged SOA
produced by each precursor shows hardly any change, with
the exception of the changes in f43 and f44 , discussed below.
The fractional contributions of mass fragments 43 and 44
to the total organic signal (f43 and f44 ) have been widely
used as markers for “less” and “more” oxygenated organic
compounds, respectively, in several laboratory and field studies using the aerosol mass spectrometer (Ng et al., 2010;
Pfaffenberger et al., 2013; Alfarra et al., 2004, 2006; Zhang
et al., 2005; Lanz et al., 2007). The former is mostly asAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

Fig. 3. Evolution of the f44 and f43 with photooxidation for low
and high initial VOC mixing ratio experiments.

sociated with carbonyl-based compounds, while f44 is a
marker for compounds containing di- and poly-carboxylic
acid groups (Alfarra, 2004; Takegawa et al., 2007). It has
been shown that atmospheric ageing leads to an increase in
f44 (Alfarra et al., 2004; Aiken et al., 2008; de Gouw et al.,
2005); therefore, this value is considered as an indicator of
atmospheric ageing. The temporal trends of f44 for all biogenic SOA systems studied here are shown in the top panel
of Fig. 3, both for the low and high initial precursor mixing
ratio experiments. Similarly, those of f43 are shown in the
bottom panel of the same figure. It can quickly be noticed
that the different SOA produced using the selected biogenic
precursors have a wide range of chemical characteristics expressed by f44 and f43 both in terms of actual values as well
as temporal behaviour as a function of photochemical ageing.
For example, the β-caryophyllene and linalool SOA show
the lowest values of f44 and these values appear to be only
slightly influenced by photochemical ageing. On the other
hand, photochemical ageing appears to more than double the
value of f44 of freshly produced myrcene SOA after about
6 h of processing (from about 4 to 10 %). SOA produced from
low initial mixing ratio of α-pinene and limonene have relatively high f44 values (11 and 7 %, respectively) compared
to the other SOA systems studied here; however these values do not change much as a result of photochemical ageing.
Linalool and β-caryophyllene SOA exhibit relatively low f44
values around 4 %, which increase slightly to about 5–6 % as
a result of photochemical ageing.
The initial fractional contribution values of mass fragment 43 (f43 ) span quite a wide range from 12–22 %, changing to 8–23 % after six hours of photochemical ageing. The
trends of f43 appear to show, to a large extent, a reverse
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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pattern of those for f44 . With the exception of limonene
SOA, f43 values decrease with photochemical ageing. Such
trends are consistent with processing of carbonyl-containing
compounds to more oxidised carboxylic acid-containing
compounds. An explanation of the reverse pattern observed
for limonene SOA (i.e. the increase in the f43 fraction with
photochemical ageing) is not obvious. These results show
that composition of SOA generated from a single biogenic
precursor cannot and should not be used as a proxy for biogenic SOA in general. Additionally, the values of f44 , which
are widely used in the literature to indicate the level of oxygenation of organic aerosol in field and laboratory studies,
are very much dependent on the type of precursor, the extent
of photochemical ageing as well as on the initial experimental conditions.
Another intriguing observation in this data set is that the
effect of initial precursor mixing ratio (in this study 50 vs.
250 ppbV) on the chemical characteristics of the produced
SOA represented by f44 and f43 is not uniform and does not
appear to follow a specific pattern. Previous studies reported
an increase in the f44 value for α-pinene SOA as mass loading or initial precursor mixing ratio were decreased (Duplissy
et al., 2008; Shilling et al., 2009; Pfaffenberger et al., 2013).
Our work shows that although this appears to be also true for
relatively aged linalool, limonene and β-caryophyllene SOA
(Alfarra et al., 2012), it is not necessarily always the case for
SOA generated from other biogenic precursors. For example,
changing the initial myrcene mixing ratio does not appear to
have a measurable effect on the f44 and f43 values of the produced SOA regardless of photochemical ageing. The results
also indicate that changing the initial precursor mixing ratio
does not influence the f44 value for freshly produced SOA in
most of the cases reported here. Of course, this finding is limited to the mixing ratio ranges explored in the current study
and characterisation of the variation in composition across a
broader range of initial mixing ratios is required.
In order to compare the composition of the SOA particles
generated from the five biogenic precursors studied here in
the context of the composition of ambient organic aerosols,
a 2-dimensional representation of the relationship between
f44 and f43 is shown in Fig. 4. The dotted lines in this figure mark the well-defined triangular space occupied by data
points from a large number of ambient data sets collected at
a large number of locations in the Northern Hemisphere and
discussed in detail by Ng et al. (2010). Data of more aged,
and hence more oxygenated and by inference less volatile,
organic aerosols tend to show an increasing value of f44 and
a decreasing value of f43 and therefore appear more towards
the top of the triangle-shaped space. This space is dominated
by the AMS factor defined as low volatility oxygenated organic aerosols (LV-OOA), while data in the lower half of
the triangle is more representative of the AMS defined factor as semi-volatile oxygenated organic aerosols (SV-OOA)
(Jimenez et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2010). The chamber generated SOA data from the photooxidation of myrcene and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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Fig. 4. A 2-dimensional representation of f44 and f43 for all SOA
systems in this study. The dashed line represents the boundaries of
this relationship based on previously published ambient data sets by
Ng et al. (2010). The open circles are measurements conducted at
biogenically-influenced locations in North America and Europe, as
compiled by Ng et al. (2010).

β-caryophyllene are located in the bottom right corner of
the ambient triangle, indicating that the composition of those
two SOA systems is consistent with ambient organic aerosols
characterised by the SV-OOA factor (Ng et al., 2010). It can
also be seen that photochemical ageing leads to a more significant processing of the myrcene SOA particles, transforming their composition towards being more LV-OOA and less
SV-OOA. On the other hand, the composition of SOA particles produced from the photooxidation of limonene, linalool
and α-pinene appear to be less representative of ambient organic aerosol composition as their data points fall outside the
ambient triangle featuring higher values of f43 . However,
photochemical ageing of those three systems does, indeed,
help transform their composition, bringing it closer to the
edge of the ambient triangle.
The representation of the chamber SOA data in Fig. 4 confirms our earlier point regarding the wide range of chemical characteristics exhibited by chamber SOA, depending on
the choice of precursor and the initial experimental conditions. Care should be taken not to assume that SOA produced from a specific precursor under specific conditions
could be used as a proxy for biogenic SOA in general. The
data points marked by open circles in Fig. 4 represent SVOOA components from organic aerosols measured at sites
likely to have strong influence from biogenic SOA sources:
Duke Forest, Hyytiälä, Thompson Farm, Chebogue, and Egbert (Allan et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2007; Cottrell et al.,
2008; Raatikainen et al., 2010; Slowik et al., 2010), as reported by Ng. et al. (2010). Similar to our biogenic SOA data,
these do not appear to be located at a specific area within the
lower half of the triangle space, possibly indicating the lack
of universal mass spectral signature, and therefore chemical
composition, of fresh biogenic SOA. This implies that, unlike aged secondary organic aerosols, choosing or claiming
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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Fig. 5. A box and whisker plot illustrating the observed range of hygroscopic properties, represented by κHTDMA , for all selected dry
particle diameters for particles generated from each initial mixing
ratio of the studied precursors.

a representative mass spectral signature (chemical composition) for fresh biogenic secondary organic aerosol is not
likely to be a straightforward task as it appears to be dependent on location and conditions.
3.3

Hygroscopic properties

Hygroscopicity measurements were carried out during one
higher and one lower mixing ratio experiments for each SOA
precursor, except for limonene experiments, which were repeated three times, and β-caryophyllene experiments, which
were repeated four times. For all five precursors investigated,
the HTDMA consistently measured a narrow particle growth
factor distribution at each selected dry particle diameter, indicating that particles of the same size have similar composition at any given time (i.e. internally mixed). Being internally mixed the hygroscopicity of particles in the chamber
of a given size can be well described by a single κ value
(Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) calculated from the mean
of the fitted growth factor probability density function (GFPDF) (Gysel et al., 2009). Hereafter hygroscopic growth factor refers to the mean of the GF-PDF unless otherwise stated.
Figure 5 illustrates the observed range of hygroscopic properties, represented by κHTDMA , for all selected dry particle
diameters (D0 ) for particles generated from each initial mixing ratio of each precursor. The β-caryophyllene produced
the least hygroscopic particles (κHTDMA ∼ 0.01), while αpinene, limonene, linalool and myrcene produced particles
with higher hygroscopicity (κHTDMA ∼ 0.03 to 0.14). The hygroscopic behaviour of each precursor is discussed in more
detail below. Table 3 summarises the hygroscopic properties, represented by κHTDMA , and range of growth factors observed for each precursor.

Fig. 6. Temporal profiles of hygroscopic growth factors at 90 % RH
(GFD090 % ) of the SOA particles from the five studied biogenic precursors.

3.3.1 α-Pinene SOA
Photooxidation of 50 ppbV α-pinene generated particles with
higher hygroscopic growth factors compared to those produced using the 250 ppbV conditions. The hygroscopicity
of the particles averaged over each hour of the experiment
tended to increase throughout the 50 ppbV experiment, in
contrast to the 250 ppbV experiment where the hourly averaged hygroscopicity increased before stabilising after approximately 4 h of photooxidation (Fig. 6).
3.3.2 β-Caryophyllene SOA
Photooxidation of 50 and 250 ppbV β-caryophyllene produced the least hygroscopic particles compared to all other
precursors in this study. The average hygroscopic growth factors were similar for both initial mixing ratios. The κHTDMA
averaged over each hour of the experiment appeared to increase slightly with time, ∼ 0.005 during a typical experiment, but this increase was generally within the measurement uncertainty (Fig. 6). The β-caryophyllene hygroscopicity measurements shown here have also been presented
by Hamilton et al. (2011) in the context of utilising βcaryophyllene to generate biogenic organic seed particles for
chamber experiments, and by Alfarra et al. (2012) in the context of investigating the effect of initial VOC mixing ratio on
hygroscopic properties.
3.3.3

Limonene SOA

Photooxidation of 50 ppbV limonene produced slightly more
hygroscopic particles compared to those produced in the
250 ppbV case. The 50 ppbV experiment showed the average
κHTDMA over 1 h intervals increasing slightly by 0.02 from
hour 1 to hour 4. The 250 ppbV experiment showed the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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Table 3. Mean growth factor and κ values derived from the HTDMA measurements at 90 % RH for the 50 ppbV and 250 ppbV initial
precursor mixing ratios.
Precursor

α-pinene
β-caryophyllene
Limonene
Linalool
Myrcene

50 ppbV
GF90 % RH

Range

κHTDMA

GF90 % RH

Range

κHTDMA

1.27
1.02
1.17
1.18
1.21

1.25–1.29
1.01–1.04
1.11–1.23
1.13–1.22
1.12–1.29

0.121
0.009
0.077
0.082
0.101

1.08
1.03
1.15
1.17
1.19

1.07–1.13
1.01–1.05
1.13–1.19
1.15–1.24
1.16–1.27

0.042
0.011
0.069
0.090
0.098

average κHTDMA over 1 h intervals increasing slightly by 0.02
from hour 1 to hour 5 (Fig. 6).
3.3.4

Linalool SOA

The average hygroscopic growth factors of particles produced from the photooxidation of 50 and 250 ppbV linalool
were similar. However particles in the 250 ppbV case exhibited a slightly higher range. The hygroscopicity increased
throughout experiments, where for the 50 ppbV case the average κHTDMA over 1 h intervals increased by 0.03 from
hour 1 to hour 5. The average κHTDMA for 250 ppbV experiment, on the other hand, increased over 1 h intervals by
0.04 from hour 1 to hour 5 (Fig. 6). After ∼ 1.5 h, 150 nm
and 200 nm diameter particle were selected alternately by the
HTDMA. A consistent difference between the hygroscopicity of the two selected particle sizes was observed for ∼ 0.01
(κHTDMA ), indicating that there may be differences in their
composition; this though is within the measurement uncertainty of the TDMA (gf ± 0.02) (Massling et al., 2011).
3.3.5

250 ppbV

Myrcene SOA

The growth factors of particles produced form the photooxidation of 50 ppbV myrcene appeared to be slightly higher
than those produced in the 250 ppbV experiment. In both
cases, there was a measurable difference in the hygroscopicity of particles sampled alternately at different sizes. The
difference was typically between 0.03 and 0.05 (κHTDMA )
when alternating between sampling different sizes. When a
larger size was selected the hygroscopicity was always lower
than that of the smaller size sampled before and after. The
hygroscopicity of particles at single selected size increased
with time throughout the myrcene experiments (Fig. 6). The
change in particle hygroscopicity was ∼ 0.1 (κHTDMA ) from
the start to the end of the experiments.

the HTDMA at any particular time have been produced later
(and exposed to shorter gaseous OVOC histories) than larger
particles. Considering each selected dry size separately, there
is correlation between (increasing) hygroscopicity and time
(i.e. degree of oxidation). For β-caryophyllene the correlation between κHTDMA and time is sometimes large (r 2 > 0.9)
but at other times much lower, whilst for limonene, linalool
and myrcene there is generally a strong (r 2 > 0.9) correlation
of κHTDMA and time. The increases of κHTDMA with time indicates that SOA formed from molecules that partition from
the gas phase later in the experiments are more hygroscopic.
Given that the observed change in κHTDMA is small during
β-caryophyllene experiments (and of similar magnitude to
the HTDMA’s precision), it is only possible to assert that
the hygroscopicity of molecules formed throughout the βcaryophyllene experiments is identical within measurement
uncertainty.
3.4

Critical supersaturations derived from the D50 were obtained
for 50 ppbV α-pinene, β-caryophyllene, limonene, linalool
and myrcene experiments. D50 measurements were also obtained for 250 ppbV linalool and myrcene experiment. The
CCNc data set is significantly limited compared to other data
sets due to the fact that if a too high or too low supersaturation is set in the CCNc, either all or none of the particles
activate over the narrow size distribution in the chamber and
a D50 cannot be determined. Table 4 summarises the range of
κCCN values. Figure 7 illustrates the lack of temporal trends
in CCN activity; this observation, though, is from a much
more limited data set than the HTDMA. The higher mixing
ratio experiments (linalool and myrcene) resulted in slightly
lower κCCN values than their corresponding 50 ppbV experiments.
3.5

3.3.6

CCN activity

Reconciliation of κHTDMA and κCCN

Trends in hygroscopicity

For each of the five precursors, the hygroscopicity of particles sampled throughout the experiments tended to increase,
based on the hourly averaged κHTDMA values during each experiment for all dry sizes (Fig. 6). Small particles sampled by
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/

In general, the average κ values derived from the HTDMA
and CCNc are similar for each precursor. For 50 ppbV αpinene, the HTDMA values are very slightly lower than
those derived from the CCNc, the mean κHTDMA 0.12 compared to 0.13 for the CCNc. The κHTDMA values for 50 ppbV
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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Table 4. Mean and range of kappa values derived from the CCNc
measurements for the 50 ppbV and 250 ppbV initial precursor mixing ratios.
Precursor

α-pinene
β-caryophyllene
Limonene*
Linalool
Myrcene

10–90th percentile range

κCCN
50 ppbV

250 ppbV

50 ppbV

250 ppbV

0.13
0.009
0.06
0.12
0.12

–
–
–
0.10
0.10

0.10–0.16
0.009–0.014
NA
0.10–0.15
0.06–0.17

–
–
–
0.06–0.14
0.06–0.13

* Derived from limited number of measurements.

Fig. 8. Reconciliation of mean kappa values from HTDMA and
CCN measurements. The vertical and horizontal variability bars
represent one standard deviation for each measurement.

Fig. 7. Temporal profiles of CCN activity (κCCN ) of the SOA particles from the five studied biogenic precursors (top panel). The relationship between the size at which 50 % of the particles activated
(D50 ) and supersaturation for all of the SOA systems is shown in
the bottom panel.

β-caryophyllene are slightly higher than those derived from
the CCNc. The mean κHTDMA values are 0.014 compared
to 0.009 for the CCNc. The κHTDMA values for 50 ppbV
limonene SOA cover the range of κ values derived from
the CCNc, although it should be noted that only 3 data
points were collected from the κCCN . The κHTDMA values for
50 ppbV linalool SOA are lower (mean 0.08) than those derived from the CCNc (mean 0.12). Similarly, the κHTDMA for
50 ppbV myrcene SOA (mean 0.10) are slightly lower than
those derived from the CCNc (mean 0.12), but the range of κ
values is similar. The mean κHTDMA values for the 250 ppbV
myrcene and linalool experiments are close to those observed
by the CCNc.
In summary, κHTDMA values derived 50 ppbV α-pinene,
linalool, and myrcene SOA appear slightly lower than those
derived from the CCNc. This difference is largest in the
first hours of the experiments; as the κHTDMA values increase towards the end of the experiments, the difference between the CCNc and HTDMA become smaller. The κ values for 250 ppbV linalool and myrcene SOA are similar. The
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

50 ppbV β-caryophyllene κHTDMA values are slightly higher
than κCCN .
It should be noted that, in both HTDMA and CCNc instruments, the RH of the SOA sample is actively controlled but
not the saturation ratio of any other semi-volatile component.
A smog chamber is typically an extensive continuous source
of vapours of ranging volatility. It is assumed that the particles have equilibrated with the RH in the sub-saturated measurement in the HTDMA (Swietlicki et al., 2008) and supersaturated measurement in the CCNc (Roberts and Nenes,
2005). Since there is no active control of other semi-volatile
components (i.e SVOCs), these molecules are free to condense or evaporate towards their equilibrium concentrations
in the measurement timescales of the instruments (Topping and McFiggans, 2012). Therefore, hygroscopic growth
and cloud activation of SOA particles are likely to be substantially impacted by the tendency of these semi-volatile
molecules towards co-equilibration during the drying prior to
initial size selection and humidification in determining their
sub-saturated growth or cloud activation potential. Given the
lack of active control of semi-volatile compound saturation
ratios and the very different values likely to be experienced
in each instrument, it may be considered surprising that the
relatively large scatter in the data shown in Fig. 8 is not larger.
Previous work by Good et al. (2010c) reported results
from three different HTDMAs and found that the ability of
the single parameter κ model to predict cloud activation behaviour of secondary organic aerosol particles produced by
the chamber photo-oxidation of α-pinene was dependent on
the instrument used to measure sub-saturated hygroscopicity and the relative humidity used to provide the model input.
However, agreement was observed for inorganic salt solution
particles, which were measured by all instruments in agreement with theory. In that study, the reported κHTDMA values were between 0.04 and 0.1, depending on the instrument
used for measurements. In addition, differences in the subsaturated hygroscopic growth were observed when different
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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Fig. 9. The relationship between hygroscopicity of particles of a
single size (represented by κHTDMA ) and f44 measured simultaneously by the ToF-AMS for each precursor at both high and low
initial mixing ratios. The linear fit parameters and coefficient of determination (r 2 ) for each selected particle size are listed in Table 5.

initial mixing ratios of α-pinene were used. The reported
κCCN values for the same experiments were very close to 0.1
and did not seem to change with the initial mixing ratio of αpinene. The study concluded that the difference in HTDMA
data from validated and extensively used instruments meant
that it could not be stated with certainty the detail required to
predict the CCN activity from sub-saturated hygroscopicity.
Several other studies have compared sub- and super-saturated
hygroscopic properties of α-pinene SOA and reported variable findings. For example, both Duplissy et al. (2008) and
Jurányi et al. (2009) reported that κHTDMA and κCCN could be
reconciled within experimental uncertainties for SOA produced from photooxidation of α-pinene (with initial precursor concentration of 10–270 ppb). In contrast, Prenni et
al. (2007) observed discrepancies for SOA produced from
ozonolysis of α-pinene, although the initial precursor concentration was much greater (> 400 ppb) than other studies.
Massoli et al. (2010) found that κHTDMA values for α-pinene
SOA were consistently lower than κCCN . It has to be noted
that the SOA particles investigated in the studies listed here
were all generated using different experimental conditions,
in terms of initial concentrations, oxidation regimes and oxidant levels. It has been suggested that measurements of hygroscopic growth factors (HGF) at RH > 95 % are needed to
determine the steepness of the HGF curve close to the point
of CCN activation (Juranyi et al., 2009; Wex et al., 2009),
and that factors such as gas-phase precursor concentration,
molecular size, solubility and functional groups should be
considered in predicting the CCN activity of SOA particles
(Duplissy et al., 2008; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2008; Petters
et al., 2009a, b; Good et al., 2010b, c; Poulain et al., 2010).
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Fig. 10. The relationship between sub- and super-saturated water
uptake of SOA particles and their level of oxidation. The κHTDMA
(open symbols) and κCCN (filled symbols) are mean values measured for the largest size during the final hour of each experiment.
The level of oxidation is inferred from the mean values of f44 during the corresponding period. The variability bars are (±3 s.d.) of
the measurements.

3.6

Relating hygroscopicity to composition

Increases in particle hygroscopicity during chamber experiments of this type (i.e. single VOC oxidation) have been
shown to relate to the changing composition of the sampled particles with time (Massoli et al., 2010; Duplissy et al.,
2011; Juranyi et al., 2009; Lambe et al., 2011). Specifically,
the relative oxidation of the molecules that make up organic
particles has been observed to correlate with their hygroscopicity within individual systems (e.g. α-pinene, isoprene,
trimethylbenzene and m-xylene) reported in those studies.
The extent of oxidation of organic aerosol particles is typically determined by measuring O : C ratios (Aiken et al.,
2008; Chhabra et al., 2011) or averaged carbon oxidation
state (Kroll et al., 2011) when a high-resolution aerosol mass
spectrometer is used. Alternatively, as discussed in Sect. 3.2,
f44 is used as a measure of oxidation of unit resolution mass
spectral data. Increasing f44 has been used to infer the presence of more oxygenated molecules and has therefore been
expected to lead to increased particle hygroscopicity.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the hygroscopicity (κHTDMA ) of particles of a single size and f44 measured simultaneously by the ToF-AMS for each precursor
at both high and low initial mixing ratios. The linear fit
parameters and coefficient of determination (r 2 ) for each
selected particle size are listed in Table 5. As has previously been observed in various SOA systems (Massoli et al.,
2010; Duplissy et al., 2011; Frosch et al., 2011), myrcene,
linalool and, to a lesser extent, α-pinene derived particle hygroscopicity correlate positively with f44 . In the cases of
myrcene and linalool, the correlation sometimes weakens for
the largest sizes towards the end of the experiments, when
the growth factor stops increasing but f44 continues to rise.
There is not however strong correlation between the particle
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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Table 5. Linear fit parameters and coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of the relationship between the hygroscopicity (represented by κHTDMA )
of particles of a single size and the degree of particle oxidation (represented by f44 ).
Precursor

Initial mixing
ratio (ppbV)

D0
(nm)

M

C

R2

α−Pinene

50

200

−0.142 ± 0.099

0.024 ± 0.009

0.40

50

200
300

−0.003 ± 0.001
0.068 ± 0.052

0.004 ± 0.000
−0.001 ± 0.011

0.87
0.60

250

250
300

−0.019 ± 0.003
−0.016 ± 0.009

−0.067 ± 0.009
0.055 ± 0.025

0.67
0.10

50

200
200

0.044 ± 0.034
0.042 ± 0.037

−0.240 ± 0.253
−0.214 ± 0.259

0.10
0.16

250

350
500

0.168 ± 0.084
0.055 ± 0.028

−0.018 ± 0.016
−0.229 ± 0.149

0.06
0.36

50

100
150
200

0.024 ± 0.002
0.017 ± 0.001
−0.006 ± 0.007

−0.032 ± 0.008
−0.008 ± 0.005
0.119 ± 0.047

0.93
0.94
0.12

250

150
200

0.029 ± 0.002
0.027 ± 0.0014

−0.019 ± 0.007
−0.028 ± 0.006

0.94
0.95

50

100
150
250

0.036 ± 0.003
0.034 ± 0.001
0.006 ± 0.003

−0.188 ± 0.021
−0.200 ± 0.012
0.025 ± 0.032

0.96
0.97
0.22

250

150
250
350

0.041 ± 0.011
0.025 ± 0.001
0.022 ± 0.003

−0.242 ± 0.092
−0.123 ± 0.008
−0.124 ± 0.030

0.57
0.97
0.74

β−Caryophyllene

Limonene

Linalool

Myrcene

hygroscopicity in the β-caryophyllene experiments and f44 .
In the β-caryophyllene experiment the change in particle hygroscopicity is smaller than the precision of the HTDMA
measurement, while the change in f44 is 0.3 % (over the
HTDMA measurement period), so a high correlation is not
expected. In the limonene experiments the growth factor at
each dry size tended to increase with time. In the 250 ppbV
limonene experiment, κHTDMA and f44 correlate once f44
starts to increase; however overall correlation between the
GFD0=350 nm is low due to the fact that f44 drops continuously from the start of the experiment and only start to increase after ∼ 2.5 h. In the 50 ppbV experiment there is a relatively large amount of scatter in consecutive HTDMA measurements which may account for the low correlation.
Figure 10 shows mean f44 (±3 s.d.) and the particle hygroscopicity derived from HTDMA (filled symbols) and CCNc
(open symbols) of the largest selected particle size during
the last hour of each experiment (generally within hours 4
to 6, depending upon the experiment duration) for each precursor at high and low mixing ratio. The largest selected
particle size is chosen such that f44 (mass fraction) is the
closest representation of the particles sampled by the HTDMA and CCNc (it should be remembered that the average hygroscopicity values derived from both the HTDMA
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and CCNc are weighted according to the number of particles sampled with a given value, but the f44 averages are
from AMS mass-based averages). Figure 10 aims to illustrate
the relationship between the absolute fraction of m/z 44 and
particle hygroscopicity independent of precursor. It is apparent that α-pinene, limonene, linalool and myrcene are able to
generate particles with similar hygroscopicity (κ ∼ 0.1) despite f44 ranging from ∼ 4 to 11 %. Th β-caryophyllene derived particles exhibit an order of magnitude lower κ than the
other systems after 4 to 6 h of photooxidation as well as the
lowest f44 (∼ 2.5 %). These findings indicate that while the
level of oxidation of particles is clearly an important factor
in determining water uptake properties, as shown in Fig. 9,
it is only so inasmuch as it controls solubility. Other factors
such as surface tension, molecular weight, density, and particle phase play important roles in determining κ values (Petters et al., 2009b; Poulain et al., 2010; Good et al., 2010c;
Cappa et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2012). This is probably the
main reason why correlations were observed for single precursor SOA systems (Fig. 9), but overall there appears to be
no systematic relationship between water uptake properties
and the extent of oxidation (Fig. 10). In the single precursor SOA experiments, fewer of these factors vary. For example, molecular weight or density changes less during ageing
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when compared to switching between precursors of different
molecular weight (Varutbangkul et al., 2006; Petters et al.,
2009a). It should be noted that the lack of a clear relationship between κCCN and f44 or O : C have been previously
reported (Frosch et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2012).
A similar investigation of SOA hygroscopicity, represented by κ and the averaged carbon oxidation state (OSC )
determined from the offline analysis is shown in Fig. 11. The
OSC values of the SOA ranged from −0.96 to −0.88 for βcaryophyllene, −0.67 to −0.47 for limonene and −0.69 for
the single α-pinene experiment. Similar to the f44 analysis,
β-caryophyllene SOA showed the lowest OSC values, indicating it was the least oxidized aerosol. This is perhaps expected since the parent VOC is the least volatile and early
generation oxidation products can partition to the condensed
phase. Both the monoterpenes have higher OSC values, with
limonene higher than α-pinene. This may be a result of further oxidation of the limonene double bond, giving more oxidised products. A mean kappa value for the largest sized
particles over the final hour of the experiment was used since
the filter samples represent an instantaneous snapshot at the
end of the experiment. From the samples available from offline analyses of limited subset of the precursors, it might
be tempting to try to look for a relationship between OSC
and hygroscopicity. The fallibility of this approach can be
seen from the online analysis when including the linalool
and myrcene SOA data points. A direct comparison of data
in Figs. 8 and 9 could only be performed using the three
overlapping SOA systems of β-caryophyllene, α-pinene and
limonene. Both off- and online analyses methods determined
lower level of oxidation for the β-caryophyllene SOA compared to that of limonene and α-pinene. It is noteworthy,
however, that the OSC value of α-pinene SOA is lower than
that of limonene, whilst the f44 is higher, suggesting a difference in the use of online derived f44 and offline determined
OSC values in determining the degree of oxidation of particles. Including online data for linalool and myrcene SOA
systems in this analysis led to the conclusion that a relationship between f44 (OSC ) and hygroscopicity could not be established and generalised for the combined SOA systems in
this study.
The apparent independence of κ values derived from suband super-saturated measurements of SOA particles of their
degree of oxidation determined using both online and offline methods do not necessarily suggest that water uptake
and chemical composition are not related in reality. Instead,
they suggest that f44 and OSC are not the only determinant
composition-related factors controlling water uptake of SOA
particles and that other factors such as solubility, surface tension, molecular weight, density and particle phase are likely
to be playing important roles in controlling κ values (Petters
and Kreidenweis, 2008; Petters et al., 2009a, b; Poulain et
al., 2010; Cappa et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2012). In addition,
as stated above, in the water uptake measurements, the RH of
the SOA sample is controlled but the lack of control of satuwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/11769/2013/
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Fig. 11. κHTDMA values average over the final hour for the largest
measured size and κCCN of the appropriate experiments plotted
against average C oxidation state calculated from SOA filter samples collected at the end of same experiments. The filled and open
symbols are for HTDMA and CCN data, respectively. The κCCN
data points have been offset very slightly to the right for display
purpose.

ration ratio of any other semi-volatile component means they
are free to evaporate during drying to initial size selection
and to condense on humidification in determining their subsaturated growth or cloud activation potential. Sample treatment during online and offline chemical composition measurements are different. Particles sampled into the AMS were
not actively dried. However, they were subjected to a supersonic expansion into the vacuum system, which could lead to
freeze drying of water and semi-volatiles. The filter samples
were collected over a relatively short period of time using a
high flow rate of 3 m3 min−1 (i.e. in approximately 6 min),
and were stored at −18 ◦ C almost immediately after collection. Such a protocol should minimise sampling artefacts of
condensation and evaporation. Discrepancies between online
measurements of composition and hygroscopic growth when
particles contain substantial amounts of semi-volatile material show that correction for this fraction are required (Gysel et al., 2007), and the equilibration of semi-volatile material will likely contribute to discrepancies between measurements of chemical composition, sub-saturated hygroscopic
growth and droplet activation in the laboratory (Good et al.,
2010c) and atmosphere (Irwin et al., 2010).

4

Conclusions

Five structurally different biogenic VOCs were identified
representing species emitted into the atmosphere with a range
of chemical reactivity and complexity in their subsequent
degradation. The studied compounds were α-pinene, βcaryophyllene, limonene, linalool and myrcene. The chemical half-life for each of the compounds derived from their
decay profiles appeared to be consistent with their published reactivity data towards the main oxidants of ozone
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013
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and hydroxyl radical. The shortest lifetime (i.e. highest reactivity) was observed for β-caryophyllene, while the longest
lifetime was found to be that of α-pinene. The SOA particle
formation profiles were found to be consistent with the derived VOC chemical lifetimes (β-caryophyllene SOA peak
number was the first to be reached, while α-pinene SOA was
the last). Investigations illustrated that SOA formation potential was higher when the same precursor is used at higher
initial mixing ratio compared to a lower initial mixing ratio
case.
The fractional contributions of mass fragments 43 and 44
to the total organic signal (f43 and f44 ) were used to characterise the extent of oxidation of the SOA as measured online by an aerosol mass spectrometer. The f43 and f44 for
the studied systems under lower and higher initial mixing
ratios varied considerably, both in magnitude and temporal
evolution. These results illustrated that SOA generated from
a single biogenic precursor cannot and should not be used
as a proxy for biogenic SOA in general. In addition, the values of f44 , which are widely used in the literature to indicate
the level of oxygenation of organic aerosol in field and laboratory studies, are very much dependent on the type of precursor, the extent of photochemical ageing as well as on the
initial experimental conditions.
Similarly, the generated SOA particles exhibited a range
of hygroscopic properties, represented by κHTDMA , depending on the type of precursor, its initial mixing ratio and photochemical ageing. For example, the β-caryophyllene SOA
particles were the least hygroscopic (κHTDMA ∼ 0.01), while
α-pinene, limonene, linalool and myrcene produced particles
with higher hygroscopicity (κ ∼ 0.03 to 0.14). Considering
each selected dry size separately, there was a positive correlation between hygroscopicity (κHTDMA ) and time (i.e. degree
of oxidation). This correlation was generally strong (r 2 > 0.9)
for limonene, linalool and myrcene SOA, whilst for the βcaryophyllene the change in κHTDMA was small and could
not be resolved within the measurement uncertainty (although correlation was observed). The increases of κHTDMA
with time indicated that SOA formed from molecules that
partition from the gas phase later in the experiments were
more hygroscopic. The CCN activity of the formed SOA particles, represented by κCCN , showed no temporal trends for
the lower mixing ratio cases. The two higher mixing ratio
cases of linalool and myrcene, on the other hand, showed
reduced CCN activity compared to their lower mixing ratio
measurements. However, these conclusions were based on a
significantly limited CCNc data set compared to other data
sets. The average κ values derived from the HTDMA and
CCNc were generally found to cover the same range for each
precursor both for the 50 and 250 ppbV initial mixing ratios.
The κHTDMA values derived for 50 ppbV α-pinene, linalool,
and myrcene SOA appeared to be slightly lower than those
derived from the CCNc, especially during the first hours of
the experiments. Given the lack of active control of semivolatile compound saturation ratios and the very different
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 11769–11789, 2013

values likely to be experienced in each of the two instruments, as well as the role of factors such as molecular size,
solubility and functional groups, the difference between the
two κ values is relatively small.
Consistent with previous studies, a positive correlation
was found between the hygroscopicity of particles (κHTDMA )
of a single size and f44 for myrcene, linalool and α-pinene
SOA (albeit the correlation for the latter was weaker). On the
other hand, no such correlation was found for limonene SOA
particles. Investigation of the generality of the relationship
between f44 and κHTDMA revealed that α-pinene, limonene,
linalool and myrcene were all able to generate particles with
similar hygroscopicity (κHTDMA ∼ 0.1) despite f44 exhibiting a relatively wide range of values (∼ 4 to 11 %). Similarly,
κCCN was found to be independent of f44 . The same findings
were also true when sub- and super-saturated water uptake
properties of SOA were compared to the averaged carbon oxidation state (OSC ) determined offline. These results suggest
that κ values derived from sub- and super-saturated measurements of SOA particles are independent of their degree of
oxidation, determined using both online and offline methods.
These findings do not necessarily suggest that water uptake
and chemical composition are not related in reality. Instead,
they suggest that f44 and OSC are not the only determinant
composition-related factors controlling water uptake of SOA
particles and that other factors such as solubility, surface tension, molecular weight, density and particle phase are likely
to be playing important roles in doing so. Additionally, the
findings may emphasise the possible impact of the lack of
control of saturation ratio of semi-volatile compounds in the
current state-of-the-art techniques employed to determine the
chemical composition and water uptake properties of aerosol
particles.
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